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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common 
neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer’s disease. Its 
annual incidence varies from 5 to over 35 cases per 100, 000 
population [1]. In PD, autonomic dysfunction can develop years 
before the main motor symptoms set in. The prodromal period 
of PD is often characterized by gastrointestinal dysfunction 
manifesting as constipation, gastroparesis or nausea [2].

There is a hypothesis that pathologic deposition of α-synuclein 
in CNS observed in PD may start in the enteric nervous system 
and then spread rostrocranially via the vagus nerve (VN) [3]. 

According to pathomorphological reports, neuronal loss 
in the dorsal motor vagal nucleus can be as high as 50% [4]. 
Aggregates of α-synuclein are detected in some VN nuclei in the 
very early stages of the disease [5]. Importantly, subdiaphragmatic 
vagotomy is associated with a reduction in the subsequent risk 
of PD [6, 7]. A study conducted on an animal model has shown 
that α-synuclein derived from the brain lysate of patients with PD 
and recombinant α-synuclein injected into the intestinal wall 
are transported to CNS via the VN [8]. Abnormal α-synuclein 
aggregates have been detected in the glossopharyngeal and vagal 
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative multisystem disorder characterized by pathologic α-synuclein aggregation affecting, among other things, vagal 

fibers. The aim of this study was to investigate the cross-sectional area (CSA) of the vagus nerve (VN) in patients with PD using ultrasound imaging. The study 

was conducted in 32 patients with PD (15 men and 17 women; mean age 58 ± 10 years) and 32 healthy controls comparable with the main group in terms of sex 

and age. All study participants underwent ultrasound examination of the VN using a high-resolution transducer. Left VN CSA was significantly smaller in patients 

with PD than in the control group (1.78 ± 0.52 mm2 vs 2.11 ± 0.41 mm2; р = 0.007). A similar result was obtained for right VN CSA at the trend level. ROC analysis 

demonstrated that the threshold CSA value of < 2.10 mm2 for the left VN has low diagnostic sensivity (59%) for VN atrophy in patients with PD. Right VN CSA was 

significantly larger than left VN CSA in both groups (p < 0.001). The analysis of the PD group did not reveal any associations between VN CSA and age, duration 

and stage of the disease, motor (UPDRS III) and non-motor (NMSQ) scores. Patients with akinetic-rigid form of PD had smaller left VN CSA than patients with the 

mixed form of the disease (р < 0.05). A moderate inverse correlation was established between left VN CSA and the area of substantia nigra hyperechogenicity on 

both sides (р < 0.04); for the right VN a similar correlation was established at the trend level. High-resolution ultrasound of patients with PD demonstrated atrophy 

of the VN and the association of VN CSA with the clinical form of the disease and the ultrasound features of the substantia nigra.
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УЛЬТРАЗВУКОВОЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ БЛУЖДАЮЩИХ НЕРВОВ У ПАЦИЕНТОВ С БОЛЕЗНЬЮ ПАРКИНСОНА

Болезнь Паркинсона (БП) является мультисистемным заболеванием, при котором нейродегенеративные изменения с накоплением α-синуклеина 

затрагивают волокна блуждающих нервов (БлН). Целью данной работы было провести ультразвуковое исследование (УЗИ) площади поперечного 

сечения (ППС) БлН у пациентов с БП. В исследование вошли 32 больных БП (15 мужчин и 17 женщин; средний возраст 58 ± 10 лет) и 32 человека 

контрольной группы, сопоставимые по полу и возрасту. Всем исследуемым проводили ультразвуковую оценку ППС БлН датчиком высокого разрешения. 

ППС левого БлН у пациентов с БП была меньше по сравнению с лицами контрольной группы (1,78 ± 0,52 мм2 против 2,11 ± 0,41 мм2; р = 007), для 

правого БлН аналогичное различие получено на уровне тенденции. ROC-анализ показал, что пороговая величина ППС для левого БлН менее 2,10 мм2 

имеет низкий показатель чувствительности (59%) для диагностики атрофии нерва при БП. ППС правого БлН была достоверно выше, чем левого БлН 

для пациентов обеих групп (p < 0,001). При анализе группы больных БП не выявлено зависимости ППС БлН от возраста, продолжительности и стадии 

заболевания, количества баллов при оценке по моторной (UPDRS III) и немоторной (NMSQ) шкалам. При этом у пациентов с акинетико-ригидной формой 

ППС левого БлН была значимо меньше по сравнению с пациентами со смешанной формой БП (р < 0,05). Выявлена умеренная обратная корреляция 

ППС левого БлН с площадью гиперэхогенности черной субстанции с обеих сторон (р < 0,04) и на уровне тенденции — для правого БлН. УЗИ пациентов 

с БП показало атрофические изменения БлН при данном заболевании, а также взаимосвязь ППС БлН с клинической формой БП и ультразвуковыми 

изменениями черной субстанции головного мозга.
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of patients with PD included in the study

Disease characteristics Patients with PD

Duration (Ме [Q
1
; Q

3
]) 3 [2; 8] years  

Form 
Akinetic-rigid — 7 (22%)

Mixed — 25 (78%)

Hoehn & Yahr stage
1 — 8 (25%)

2 — 10 (31%)
3 — 14 (44%)

Severity of overall condition, UPDRS-III 37.0 ± 16.1 points

Severity of non-motor symptoms, NMSQ 8.2 ± 3.8 points

roots and in the cervical and pharyngeal segments of the VN 
of patients with PD [9, 10]. 11C-donepezil PET has found 
decreased acetylcholinesterase density in the gastrointestinal 
tract of patients with PD [11, 12]. This is believed to reflect 
parasympathetic denervation largely due to VN damage. Thus, 
adequate assessment of VN degeneration may serve as an 
additional tool to aid PD diagnosis. However, it is still unknown 
whether neurodegeneration observed in patients with PD is 
associated with VN atrophy that can be measured in vivo.

High-resolution ultrasound (HR-US) is a method of choice 
for visualizing peripheral and cranial nerves: ultrasound 
is often employed to detect peripheral nerve damage and 
polyneuropathy. For example, HR-US is capable of detecting mild 
and moderate VN atrophy in patients with lateral amyotrophic 
sclerosis and diabetic neuropathy [13–15]. A study reported that 
the cross-sectional area (CSA) of both VNs measured during 
HR-US was smaller in patients with PD than in the control group; 
this finding corroborates the hypothesis about the presence of 
nerve atrophy in PD patients [16]. There is ongoing debate about 
using high-resolution ultrasonography for estimating VN atrophy, 
a potential PD biomarker. The literature data on this problem are 
scarce and controversial [4, 16–23].

This study aimed to examine VNs in patients with PD using 
HR-US and to investigate possible associations between the 
obtained measurements, the clinical picture of the disease and 
the intensity of the hyperechoic signal from the substantia nigra 
of the middle cerebral peduncles.

METHODS

Patients

The study was conducted at the Research Center of Neurology 
from March 2020 to March 2021. Thirty-two patients with 
PD (15 men and 17 women) were included in the study. The 
mean age of the participants was 58 ± 10 years. Their clinical 
characteristics are provided in Table 1. The clinical history of 
PD varied from 1 to 26 years. The group was dominated by 
the mixed and akinetic-rigid forms of the disease (78%). The 
stage of the disease was determined using the Hoehn & Yahr 
scale. The severity of the patients’ overall condition and motor 
function were assessed based on the total score on Part III 
of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS). 
Non-motor symptoms were assessed using the Non-motor 
Symptoms Questionnaire (NMSQ). Four patients without 
clinically manifested polyneuropathy had type 2 diabetes 
mellitus controlled by adequate therapy. The following inclusion 
criteria were applied: any form of Hoehn & Yahr stage 1–3 
PD. Exclusion criteria: severe diabetes mellitus with clinically 
manifested polyneuropathy; the absence of temporal bone 
acoustic window for transcranial ultrasound. 

The control group consisted of 32 individuals comparable 
with the study group in terms of sex (16 men and 16 women) 

and age (mean age: 59 ± 6 years), without a medical history of 
diabetes mellitus, impaired glucose tolerance and neurological 
(including neurodegenerative) diseases. 

Ultrasound examination

Transverse scans of the VN were performed using the iU 22 
scanner (Philips; Netherlands) equipped with a L17-5 high-
frequency linear array transducer. To measure CSA of the VN, 
the nerve was manually traced inside the hyperechoic epineural 
rim at the level of the distal portion of the common carotid 
artery, proximal to the bifurcation point (Fig. 1). During the scan, 
the pressure applied to the transducer was minimal to prevent 
nerve compression. The color Doppler mode was activated 
when necessary, so as not to confuse a small blood vessel in 
this hypervascularized region for VN. CSA was measured with 
0.1 mm2 precision. The average value derived from the sum 
of 3 measurements on each side was used in the subsequent 
statistical analysis. 

Transcranial ultrasound of the substantia nigra was 
performed using the same scanner, an S5-1 sector array 
transducer and the standard technique described in [24]. 
Longitudinal scans were performed bilaterally using the 
transtemporal approach (temporal bone acoustic window). 
The images of the middle cerebral peduncles, which are 
visualized as a hypoechoic structure resembling a butterfly 
and surrounded by the hyperechoic basal cisterns, were 
captured and zoomed in 200% or 300%. If a hyperechoic 
signal was registered from the anatomic location of the 
substantia nigra (substantia nigra hyperechogenicity, SNH), 
that region was delineated with a cursor and CSA (cm2) was 
calculated automatically.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out in StatTech v. 2.3.0 (StatTech; 
Russia). For quantitative variables, normality of distribution 
was tested using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Normally distributed 
quantitative variables were described as arithmetic means 
(M) and standard deviations (SD). Non-normally distributed 
quantitative variables were described as medians (Me) and the 
upper and lower quartiles (Q

1
; Q

3
). Intergroup differences in 

normally distributed quantitative variables with equal variances 
were estimated using Student’s t-test. Intergroup differences in 
non-normally distributed quantitative variables were estimated 
in the Mann–Whitney U test. The direction and strength of 
correlations between two quantitative variables were assessed 
using Spearmen’s correlation coefficient. ROC-curve analysis 
was applied to assess the diagnostic significance of quantitative 
parameters in predicting a given clinical outcome.  The optimal 
cutoff point was calculated based on the maximum value of the 
Youden index. The significance threshold was assumed to be 
р < 0.05.
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Fig. 1. A transverse ultrasound image of the vagus nerve. A. The left vagus nerve (indicated by the white arrow) is located between the common carotid artery (CCA) 
and the internal jugular vein (IGV). B. The same image showing delineation of the vagus nerve along the internal contour of the hyperechoic epineural rim. CSA (cross-
sectional area) of the nerve = 0.014 cm2, or 1.4 mm2

Note: CSA — cross-sectional area; VN — vagus nerve; PD — Parkinson’s disease; * — p < 0.05, comparison with the control group. 

Table 2. CSA of the right and left vagus nerves in patients with PD and healthy controls

Group Right VN CSA (mm2) Left VN CSA (mm2)

PD (n = 32) 2.03 ± 0.50 1.78 ± 0.52 *

men (n = 15) 2.20 ± 0.44 2.03 ± 0.46 *

women (n = 17)  2.04 ± 0.46 1.87 ± 0.52

Control (n = 32) 2.21 ± 0.39 2.11 ± 0.41 

men (n = 16) 2.33 ± 0.37 2.26 ± 0.37

women (n = 16)  2.09 ± 0.38 1.96 ± 0.39

RESULTS

The analysis revealed that CSA of the right VN was reliably 
larger than that of the left VN in both groups (p < 0.001; Table 2). 

No significant sex-related differences between right and left 
VN CSAs were detected within the group of patients with PD 
(p = 0.16 and p = 0.19, respectively), although CSA tended to 
be bilaterally smaller in women (Table 2). In the control group, 
left VN CSA was smaller in women than in men (р = 0.03) but 
right VN CSA did not differ between the sexes (р = 0.08; Table 2). 

The analysis also showed that left VN CSA was smaller 
in patients with PD than in the control group (р = 0.007). 
Right VN CSA did not differ significantly between the groups 
(р = 0.13) although it tended to be smaller in PD patients. Men 
with PD had smaller left VN CSA than men in the control group; 
by contrast, no significant difference in the right VN CSA was 
observed between the groups (р = 0.09). The right and left VN 
CSA did not differ between female participants (р = 0.61 and 
р = 0.39, respectively).

Considering the differences in the left VN CSA between the 
PD and the control groups, we conducted ROC analysis to 
determine a threshold value for the left VN CSA and assessed 
the model’s sensitivity and specificity (Fig. 2). The threshold 
value of left VN CSA (the cutoff point) corresponded to the 
maximum value of the Youden index and was 2.10 mm2; 
sensitivity and specificity of the model were 59.4% and 75.0%, 
respectively.

The analysis of the PD group data did not detect any 
associations between CSA and age, clinical duration or stage of 
the disease, UPDRS-III and NMSQ scores (р > 0.05). However, 
there was an association between the form of the disease and 

left VN CSA: the latter was smaller in patients with akinetic rigid 
PD (p = 0.043). Right VN CSA only tended to be smaller for this 
form of the disease (p = 0.064; Table 3).

During transcranial ultrasound, SNH was detected in 27 
(84%) patients. The hyperechoic area was 0.23 (0.15; 0.26) 
cm2 on the right side and 0.22 (0.15; 0.27) cm2 on the left 
side. The analysis of possible associations between CSA and 
SNH areas on both sides demonstrated a moderate inverse 
correlation between left VN CSA and SNH areas on the left 
(R = –0.38; р = 0.03) and right (R = –0.36; р = 0.04) sides (Fig. 3). 
At the trend level, a similar association was observed for the 
right VN CSA: R = –0.352, р = 0.05 on the right and R = –0.28, 
р = 0.12 on the left side.

DISCUSSION

In our study, right VN CSA was reliably larger than CSA of the 
left VN in both groups. This pattern was observed for both 
male and female participants. Similar findings are reported by 
another study proposing reference VN CSA values for healthy 
populations [25] and by almost all publications on the HR-US-
based assessment of the VN in patients with PD [4, 17–20, 22]. 
This is consistent with the difference between the right and left 
VNs observed during a morphological examination [26]. The 
amount of nerve fibers in the right VN is ~20% higher than in 
the left nerve [27]. This asymmetry may result from unequal 
innervation of unpaired organs in the abdominal cavity [28]. The 
right VN innervates a part of the small bowel, the colon and the 
anterior gastric plexus; the left VN ends in the anterior gastric 
plexus and branches off to the stomach, liver and the superior 
duodenum. 

А B
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Fig. 2. Analysis of the model’s sensitivity and specificity depending on the threshold values of the left VN CSA. CSA — cross-sectional area; VN — vagus nerve
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Note: * — indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05).

Table 3. ЗVN CSA in patients with different forms of PD

Parameter
Form of PD

Akinetic rigid Mixed

Right CSA (mm2) 1.70 ± 0.47 2.13 ± 0.48

Left CSA (mm2) 1.46 ± 0.35 * 1.87 ± 0.53

According to our observations, VN CSA was smaller in 
women than in men in both groups (p < 0.001). These findings 
are consistent with the results of the largest study on the subject 
[4] in which HR-US of the VN was performed on 63 patients 
with PD and 56 healthy individuals. However, in another study 
VN CSA was larger in men than in women [19].

According to our measurements, left VN CSA was smaller 
in patients with PD than in the control group (р < 0.05); right 
VN CSA did not differ significantly between the groups although 
it did tend to be smaller in patients with PD. Eight identified 
publications on HR-US-based VN assessment in patients with 
PD yielded conflicting data despite the use of high-frequency 
high-resolution transducers (linear array transducer frequencies 
ranged from 12 to 19 MHz; Table 4). Significant atrophy of 
the right and left VNs of patients with PD was reported by 
4 studies [16, 19, 20, 23]. Another 4 studies included in the 
analysis reported no differences between the VNs of patients 
with PD and healthy individuals [4, 18, 21, 22]. But although 
no differences in VN CSA between patients with PD and the 
control group were initially observed in the study [4], once the 
obtained data were corrected for sex, right (as opposed to left), 
VN CSA turned to be considerably smaller for female patients 
with PD (р = 0.041). In our study, left VN CSA was reliably 
smaller in men with PD than in healthy male controls, but no 
significant differences were found for right VBN CSA. 

In our study, the average VN CSA was 8% smaller on the 
right side and 15% smaller on the left side in patients with PD 
than in the control group. Other studies report a reduction of 
10% to 30% [16, 17, 19, 20, 23]. In order to determine the 
threshold value for left VN CSA, which, according to our data, 
was reliably smaller in the PD group, ROC analysis was carried 
out. Based on its results, a value below 2.10 mm2 may serve as 
a VN atrophy indicator for patients with PD with 59% sensitivity 
and 75% specificity. In an earlier study conducted on 60 healthy 
volunteers, VN CSA was 3.0 ± 0.7 (1.7–4.3) mm2 on the right 
and 2.3 ± 0.6 (1.1–3.5) mm2 on the left side [25]. Knowing 
that typical VN CSA varies from 1 to 4 mm2 and considering 
the low sensitivity of this indicator, we think that the obtained 
threshold value cannot be used in clinical practice for such 

small anatomical structures as VN. It should be noted that in 
all of the publications we included in the analysis, the area of the 
nerve was measured at different levels, which may have affected 
the results because there is some anatomical variability in nerve 
thickness in its cervical segment. Similar to our strategy, some 
researchers measured VN CSA at the level of the distal end of 
the common carotid artery [16, 21]; others took measurements 
at the level of the thyroid cartilage [4, 19]; some studies did not 
specify the level at which the measurements were taken [18]. 
However, the difference in the applied methodologies alone 
cannot explain why significant atrophy of the VN was observed 
in some studies and was undetected in others. The conflicting 
results may be explained by the fact that differences in the 
obtained measurements were minor and generally depend on 
the technical specifications of the scanner, transducer frequency 
and the experience of the sonographer. 

We did not find any correlations between VN CSA and 
most of the clinical characteristics of PD. There were no 
reports of correlations between VN CSA and the patient’s 
age, Hoehn & Yahr stage, duration of the disease, UPDRS-III 
scores, cognitive scores, gastrointestinal and other non-motor 
symptoms in almost all of the analyzed publications [4, 17, 
18, 20–23]. The absence of correlations may be linked to the 
progressive degeneration of the dorsal motor vagal nucleus 
at the early stages of the disease [29]. However, there are 
publications suggesting an association between the VN caliber 
and the clinical manifestations of PD. For instance, left VN CSA 
is reported to correlate with the severity of PD symptoms on 
the UPDRS-III scale (r = 0.58; p = 0.007), in contrast with right 
VN CSA (p = 0.53) [19]. Besides, right VN CSA is correlated 
with bradykinesia assessed on the UPDRS-III scale (r = 0.53; 
р = 0.003) [18]. The authors of the cited studies hypothesize 
that bradykinesia-dominant PD subtypes seem to be 
associated with more advanced Lewy body pathology. Our 
findings corroborate this conclusion. In our study, the nerve 
caliber was associated with the form of the disease: left VN 
CSA was smaller in patients with akinetic rigid PD (p = 0.05) 
whereas a similar pattern for right VN CSA was observed at the 
trend level (p = 0.06). 
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Fig. 3. The regression function graph for the association between the left VN CSA and SNH area on the right (A) and left (B). CSA — cross-sectional area; VN —
vagus nerve; SNH — substantia nigra hyperechogenicity
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Reference study
Number of 

patients with 
PD/control

Number of men 
and women with 

PD

Transducer 
frequency

VN CSA on HR-US, (mm2) 
PD / control

Significant 
differences 

between PD and 
control groups 

Right VN Left VN

[16, 17] 19 / 21 6 / 13 12 MHz 1.58 / 2.35 1.45 / 1.91 yes

[18] 32 / 15 20 / 12 15 MHz 2.9 ± 0.7 / 2.7 ± 0.7
2.6 ± 0.7 /  
 2.4 ± 0.7

no

[19] 20 / 61 13 / 7 15 MHz 0.64 ± 0.17 / 1.04 ± 0.20 0.69 ± 0.18 / 0.87 ± 0.15 yes

[20] 35 / 35 19 / 16 15 MHz 2.1 ± 0.4 / 2.3 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.4 / 1.8 ± 0.4 yes

[21] 20 / 20 10 / 10 12 MHz 1.17 / 1.13# no

[22] * 31 / 51 16 / 15 n/a 2.54 / 2.24 2.10 / 1.90 no

[23] 20 / 20 12 / 8 19 MHz 2.37 + 0.91 / 6.0 + 1.33 1.87 ± 1.35 / 5.6 ± 1.26 yes

[4] 63 / 56 43 / 20 12 MHz 2.23 / 2.37 1.89 / 1.97 no / yes¥

Our data 32 / 32 14 / 16 17 MHz 2.03 ± 0.50 / 2.21 ± 0.39 1.78 ± 0.52 / 2.11 ± 0.41 yes

While conducting literature analysis, we found a single report 
of a significant inverse correlation between right/left VN CSA 
and the severity of autonomic dysfunction in PD measured on 
the NMSQ scale (r = –0.46; p = 0.003) [19]. Besides, right (but 
not left) VN CSA was directly correlated with parasympathetic 
heart-rate variability (r = 0.58; p = 0.001) whereas left VN CSA 
was correlated with the severity of PD symptoms on the UPDRS-
III scale (r = 0.58; p = 0.007). This inconsistency between our 
findings and the results of other studies might be explained 
by the applied study selection criteria: patients with 
comorbidities that could be associated with VN neuropathy 
were excluded. 

In the course of the study, we investigated possible 
associations between VN CSA and SNH in the middle cerebral 
peduncles assessed by transcranial ultrasound. The analysis 
revealed a moderate inverse correlation between the left VN 
CSA and SNH area on both sides (р < 0.04). A similar correlation 

for the right VN was observed at the trend level. These findings 
seem to reflect the neurodegenerative process in the VN and 
dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra in patients with 
PD. Previously, we had demonstrated that SNH area (similar 
to VN CSA investigated in this study) did not correlate with 
the duration or severity of the disease. This marker stability 
suggests that changes can occur at the very early stages of 
the disease [23, 30].

CONCLUSIONS

HR-US of patients with PD has revealed atrophy of the VN and 
associations of VN CSA with the clinical form of PD and the 
changed echogenicity of the substantia nigra. However, the low 
sensitivity of the described VN assessment method prevents 
using HR-US as a diagnostic modality in wide clinical practice. 
Thus, VN CSA is not a reliable marker of VN damage. 
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